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“ Many of the small libraries in the Commonwealth are
already overcrowded and quite unable to care properly for
the numbers of volumes the
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books and reports, to librarie
not desire to receive them, be discontinued, and that the
libraries be authorized to return to the State Library such
volumes as they now own and do not wish to retain, or to
make such other disposition of them as may be approved by
the Commission. If this recommendation is adopted, these
little libraries can obtain from some larger, neighboring
library any special volume or volumes for which their read-
ers may call.

It may also be well to authorize the return of the Public
Documents to-the State by the towns which, with the approval
of the Record Commissioner, have voted no longer to accept
them, in accordance with the provision of the Acts of 1908
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EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORT OF THE FREE
PUBLIC LIBRARY COMMISSION.



FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY COM’RS. [Jan. 1913.

“ During the past year there has been a marked increase in
the demands made upon the Free Public Library Commis-
sion. This is explained by the fact that greater publicity
has been given to the Commission and its interests, not only
by the Board of Advisory Visitors and its paid Agent, but
through active co-operation with the Massachusetts Library
Club and the six smaller clubs in various sections of the
Commonwealth. Active co-operation has also been estab-
lished with the State Board of Education, thereby enlarging
the opportunity for aiding children in schools through school
deposit stations of books from the town libraries.

Trustees and persons interested in libraries from different
parts of the State have sought advice of the Commission as to
administration and the construction of library buildings.

There has been a widespread demand for assistance in the
towns of foreign population, especially for books which will
advance the knowledge of the English language, and promote
good citizenship and familiarity with our laws. The Com-
mission’s usefulness in this direction has been necessarily
restricted by the limited funds at its disposal.

The Commission, therefore, recommends an increase in its
appropriation for aid to small libraries.”

CHARLES E. D. BERBER,
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Chairman.


